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RESULTS OF THE ‘LOCAL LANDSCAPE’ ONLINE PAINTING COMPETITION

The decision has been made ... Ronnie Ireland has completed his
deliberations and the winners have been chosen. The first, second and third
prize winners are displayed here but in the opinion of the Committee everyone
who participated is a winner – thank you for taking part.

IMPORTANT NOTICES TO MEMBERS

1.  In normal times we would now be looking forward to the Annual General Meeting
with the opportunity to reflect on another successful year for the Society. However the
Committee has taken the decision to cancel this event and to replace it with circulation
of relevant information by post and email. There will be an opportunity to vote on
appropriate matters, also by post or email.

2.  Regrettably the summer workshops have been cancelled but Sharon Hurst, who was
due to run one of them, invites any member to access her YouTube channel which has
many free art tutorials. www.youtube.com/c/Sharon Hurst

3.  The Society would usually be hosting the annual towpath exhibition over the August
Bank Holiday weekend and the viability of this event is still under review and members
will be informed as soon as a decision has been taken.

4.  The programme of Workshops and Demonstrations for the new season is also under
review and more details will follow when we have confirmation of what the
arrangements with the school hall are likely to be. The same applies to the annual
Autumn Fair in November. 

5.  If you have email but have not yet supplied your address to the Society would you
please consider doing so, to enhance communication and save postage.

1st Prize 2nd Prize 3rd Prize
At the end of my garden in lockdown

BARBARA THAXTER

Sunrise in Bushy Park

STUART BAKER

Walk on a Quiet Side

JO ELLIS

NEW
 CHALLENGE

COMING SOON!



In the last Newsletter we took a trip to the far southwest of France and the town of
Collioure where we looked at the work of Henri Matisse and André Derain, amongst
others. This time we travel eastwards to the ancient city of Arles and follow in the
footsteps of Vincent Van Gogh and Paul Gauguin. (see www.studiosofthesouth.com)

ARLES AND ST-RÉMY-DE-PROVENCE
Sitting on the banks of the Rhône lies this ancient city,
an important place even before the Romans arrived in
123BC but they developed it into an importantant
trading and cultural centre. Echoes of their presence are
everywhere in the form of impressive buildings such as
the Arena, Theatre and Baths of Constantine. More
turbulent times followed the departure of the legions
until the region was ceded to the French monarchy in
1378. The town was eclipsed by nearby Marseille and it
slipped into relative obscurity but it is now regarded as
a pivotal place in the development of modern art
because of a certain Vincent Van Gogh.

Vincent was not the first artist to be associated with the
town and Jacques Réattu was born here in 1760. He
went on to become a well regarded history painter and
found favour in revolutionary France and the empire of
Napoleon I. There is now an excellent museum and
gallery bearing his name where many of his paintings
can be seen as well as works by Picasso and other more
recent artists.

Indeed Picasso undoubtedly had a soft spot for Arles and he was a frequent visitor to bullfights
at the Arena which provided a motif for many of his works. He was deeply influenced by Van
Gogh and his affection for the place was sealed in 1971 when he donated a group of 57
drawings to the Musée Réattu. The image shown is an aquatint etching from 1951 entitled
Corrida en Arles.

However it is Vincent Van Gogh who, eventually, put Arles on the
map in modern times. This red-headed Dutchman with an
emotional temperament to match lived an unsettled life before
he arrived in Arles and that certainly did not change during the
brief time he spent here. His early adult life was spent in a variety
of jobs – art gallery assistant in Paris and London, poorly paid
teacher in Ramsgate, evangelical preacher in the mining
community of Borinage (northern France) – all of which left him
unfulfilled and restless. With the encouragement of his brother
Theo, who was a respected figure in the art world, Vincent finally
committed himself to the life of a painter at the age of 28. He
spent some time in Paris where he absorbed ideas from the
Impressionists and also those experimenting with radical new
ideas. However, he never felt comfortable in the hothouse

atmosphere of Paris and craved an environment which would facilitate his new passion for
vibrant colours and expressive ways of applying paint to the canvas. Encouraged to visit
Provence by Toulouse Lautrec he settled on Arles and he arrived in 1888 with the idealistic
notion of establishing the Studio of the South. This would be a centre for established and
aspiring painters where they could all further their artistic endeavours. Self-Portrait with Straw
Hat is shown (Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York).



When he arrived in the ‘sunny south’ the weather
was dreadful – cold and wet – but this did little to
dampen his enthusiasm for the new project and he
soon established himself in the Yellow House on
Place Lamartine, just outside the city walls. This
modest dwelling was to be the epicentre of the new
movement and he set about decorating one of the
rooms for the first fellow painter, Paul Gauguin, who
had finally been persuaded to visit. His choice of
decoration was a series of paintings of sunflowers
which are now, of course, some of the most famous
paintings in the world. The painting shown is The
Artist’s Bedroom in Arles (Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam).

Gauguin was a few years older than Vincent, certainly more
sophisticated and had achieved wider acclaim amongst his
fellow artists. Vincent had been impressed by the work he had
seen in Paris and the pair struck up a friendship although this
was more like adulation on Vincent’s part. The portrait shown,
Man in Red Beret (Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam), was
painted by Vincent soon after his arrival. The committment to
the shared endeavour in Arles was always going to be one-
sided. Gauguin probably viewed it as a temporary interlude on
his own artistic journey which was to take him further towards
the exotic with his sojourns in the South Seas while Vincent saw
it as absolutely central and an all-consuming passion.

At first Gauguin seemed to embrace Vincent’s enthusiasm and
the pair were often to be found painting together. The Roman
cemetery of Les Alyscamps provided both painters with several
subjects. Gauguin painted Allée des Alyscamps (Musée d’Orsay,
Paris) – perhaps his best known work from this period. Vincent
returned to the motif several times and the picture shown is
Falling Autumn Leaves (Krölle-Müller Museum, Otterlo,
Netherlands). 

However, shared life within the confines of the tiny Yellow
House would have been difficult at the best of times but with
two such different and difficult characters – it was bound to be
a disaster. Van Gogh’s increasingly erratic and delusional
behaviour, culminating in the episode of the severed ear, led
Gauguin to abandon the enterprise and he left Arles
after only nine weeks to persue his ambitions under
different skies. The two artists never met again
although they continued to correspond and there is
no doubt that their time together in Arles led to the
creation of some of their most important work. 

The dreams of his new artistic colony were now in
ruins and Van Gogh was admitted to the Hôtel Dieu
and the care of Dr Félix Rey. Under pressure from
the local community Vincent committed himself to
the asylum at nearby Saint-Rémy de Provence
where he remained until 1890. His mental state



remained unstable although there were periods of lucidity and relative normality and
through it all he continued to paint, if anything, with increased vigour and passion. The first
picture shown above is Hôpital Saint-Paul à Saint-Rémy (Musée d’Orsay, Paris). Next to it is
Pins sur un ciel du soir (Kröller-Müller Museum, The Netherlands). The significance of this
rather melancholy image of broken trees at the close of day is captured in a letter to fellow-
artist Emile Bernard: “This edge of the garden is planted with large pines with red ochre trunks
and branches (...). These tall trees stand out against an evening sky (...). You will understand that
this combination of red ochre, of green saddened with grey, of black lines that define the outlines,
this gives rise a little to the feeling of anxiety from which some of my companions in misfortune
often suffer, and which is called ‘seeing red’.” The trio of images dominated by trees is
completed by Route au cyprès avec une étoile (Kröller-Müller Museum). In a letter written to
Paul Gauguin, he wrote: “I also have a cypress with a star from over there. A last try – a night
sky with a moon without brightness, the slender crescent barely emerging from the opaque
projected shadow of the earth (...). Very romantic if you like, but also ‘Provençal’ I think.” The
painting is a work of imagination and is, perhaps, a summary of the many impressions he
acquired during his stay in Provence,

Not all the pictures from this period show evidence
of a mind in turmoil and Les Iris (The J. Paul Getty
Museum, Los Angeles) is an image suffused with
colour with an air of calm and well-being. In 1890
Vincent journeyed to Paris and finally to Auvers-sur-
Oise where the demons that had haunted him for
so long finally got the better of him. He attempted
suicide and a few days later he died from his
wounds. In less than a decade he had produced
almost nine hundred paintings, thousands of
drawings and hundreds of insightful letters which
have guaranteed him a unique place in art history.

NOTICE TO MEMBERS

Many of you already appear in the Members’ Gallery on the Society website
(www.moleseyartsociety.co.uk) and why not refresh your selection with some more
recent work. If you don’t have anything in the gallery, why not submit some image
files and get yourself noticed. If you need advice on how to submit image files then

please contact Eric Drewery by email on eric.drewery@virgin.net.


